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THE RATE DEPENDENCE OF THE SATURATION FLOW STRESS OF Cu AND 1100 Al

Dean L. PRESTON, Davis L. TONKS and Duane C. WALLACE

Los Alamos National Laboratory, Los Alamos New Mexfico

The strain-rate dependence of the saturation flow stress of OFHC Cu and 1100 Al ft'ore 103s "1 to nearly

1012 s "1 is examined. The flow stress above 109 s "1 is estimated using Wallace's theory ofoverd_iven shocks
in metals. A transition to the power-law behavior _ - t s occurs at a strain rate oforder 105 s "1.$

1. INTRODUCTION tic deformation alone. Plastic flow is necessary

The flow stress of metals and alloys can be ap- later on in the shock wave to produce the enor-
proximately determined up to strain rates of mous amounts ofheat to do this.

nearly 1012s'l with current experimental meth- When the strong shock is steady, as is assumed

ods and theory. The constitutive behavior at for most experimentally measured strong shock
rates under 104s "1 can be determined using me- waves, 2 the shock velocity can be used to inte-

chanical testing machines, such as the cam plas- grate the equations &motion to obtain the normal

tometer and Hopkinson bar. The pressure-shear stress as a function of the volumetric strain. With
impact technique, 1 which is a variation of the this behavior known, the plastic flow behavior can

Hopkinson bar, has been used to obtain large- be deduced from that of the heat flow which is
strain data at rates from about 104 s "1 to over 106 known under strong shock conditions from fairly

s "1. In the regime 109 s "1 to 1012 s "1, Wallace's reliable extrapolations using solid state phys-
theory 2 of overdriven shock waves in metals can ics. 2'3 Since the shock velocity - particle velocity

be used to estimate the shear stress, plastic behavior is known experimentally, this mea.
strain and plastic strain rate from data on shock that the plastic flow behavior can be inferred from

velocity versus particle velocity, the known heat flow behavior, the shock velocity -

In this paper we analyze OFHC Cu and 1100 particle velocity behavior, and the known ther-
Al data covering fifteen decades in strain rate. A moelastic behavior of the material. (The latter is

sudden increase in rate sensitivity is evident in not known as well as one would like under Mbar
both at a strain rate of about 105 s "1. Above this shock conditions, but is known well enough to

transition point, the strain rate varies approxi- make estimates.)
mately as the fi_h power of the saturation flow The deviatoric stresses, (deviatoric) plastic
stress, strains, and plastic strain rates can, in principle,

Throughout this paper we denote the equiva- be found. The thermoelastic beh: omr under Mbar
lent plastic strain by _ (rather than e). The shock conditions is not known well enough to cal-
shear (flow) stress z is normalized so that the in- cu]ate the deviatoric stress continuously through

cremental plastic work is given by 2_d_. the shock path, but an estimate of its average
through the shock path can be made. 2'3 This esti-

2. THE DATA mate is based on the heating effect of plastic

In recent years Wallace has presented a theory work. The averaged deviatoric stress can then be
for strong shock waves in metals. 2,3 This theory used to calculate approximate time and space in.

incorporates both heat flow and plastic flow as crements through the shock path from which ap-
dissipative mechanisms. Heat flow is necessary proximations to the plastic and total strain rates
at the beginning of the shock wave to drive the can be obtained.

normal stress up to values unattainable by elas- The integration through the shock path de-



pends on an approximation to the path of the tem- B = payaD2t: ( 1 - t:) + pac 2 ( 1 - t:)
perature, T,, versus the compression, t:, pictured in (2)

Fig. 1 of Ref. 3. This approximation was found by x [1 + (s- 'ga)el (1 -se)-3,

investigating bounds on this temperature path where e, the compression, is 1- pip. The con-
from the behavior of various ideal materials, e.g. stants c and s were obtained from Ref. 4.

an in_dscid fluid. 2 The approximate path is bound- The heat capacity at constant volume, Cv, is
ed fairly closely by these considerations 2 and given by

should give realistic results for the present calcu- C v = 3Nk b + FT, (3)
lations.

The first part of the path of T versus t: follows where 3Nk b equals 5.9858 cal/mole K. FT is the
that of a nonplastic solid, i.e. one in which only electronic contribution. F is given by:
elastic strains and heat conduction occur. This

nonplastic solid path is followed until a certain F = F(pa 0) (po0/p) a, (4)
point called c, at which plastic flow is assumed to

become important. The T versus e path from point where g is a constant and Pao is the density at
c to the end of the shock wave is taken to be a zero temperature and pressure. Values of

straight line from point c to the end point on the 2.3 x 10 -4 and 1.6 x 10 -4 cal/mole K 2 were used for

Hugoniot, which is known from the experimental F (Poo) for 1100 Al and Cu, respectively. The val-
shock velocity - particle velocity relation. This ue 2/3 for g was used for both 1100 Al and Cu. The

straight line portion is closely bounded as de- values for Poo for 1100 Al and Cu were 2.734 and

scribed by Wallace in Ref. 3. Point c and the 9.02 gin/cre 3, respectively. The initial temperature

straight line portion are determined by requiring tbr the shock-front calculation was taken to be
that the line be tangent to the nonplastic solid 293K.

curve at point c. The thermal conductivity K can be taken as a
Hence, the integration up the shock path con- constant for the conditions here. 2 Values of 1.1

sists of two stages. The first follows the nonplastic and 1.8 calls cm K were used for 1100 Al and Cu,

solid and the second follows the straight line por- repectively.The shock path calculations depend on know-

tion where plastic flow is occurring. The first part ing the end point on the Hugoniot. This point is
is called the (heat) conduction front and the second determined in the liquid approximation, i.e. only

is called the flow region, pressure is involved, no deviatoric stresses. For
The equations used here are almost identical to strong shock waves, where the deviatoric stress is

those used by Wa',lace. 2'3 The product of py, where small compared to the average stress or pressure,

p is the density and y is the Gruneisen parameter, this should be an adequate approximation for the

is assumed to be constant. Hence, PaYa' the value present purposes.
of this product for the initial condition, labeled by The approximate instantaneous plastic strain

a, gives y as a function of p. The ratio of G/B rate was averaged through the shock front with
' respect to plastic strain to obtain the values given

where G is the shear modulus, and B is the bulk here; this average is denoted <_>. The plastic
modulus, is assumed to be constant. This gives G strain rate calculation depended upon using <_ >

as a function of B. The values 0.34 and 0.35 were in place of _ it.sell'in equation (5) of Ref. 3, since
used for G/B for 1100 Al and Cu, respectively. If itself cannot be calculated with sufficient accura-

the shock velocity, D, is given by cy. 3
To assess the sensitivity of the results to the

D = c +sV, (1) G/B ratio and y, these quantities were varied
where V is the particle velocity, and c and $ are about their standard values. 10% changes in G/B

constants, and if py = PaYa is assumed, then the produced _*ypically 5 - 10% changes in <_>/<G>
bulk modulus is given by and a few percent changes in log<xir>, except for

Cu for the strongest shock calculated for which
this quantity changed by 4%. (<G> is an average
of G through the plastic flow region.) 10% changes



in y produced typically 2 - 4% changes in There is both experimental evidence' and the-
<_ >/<G>. log<_> changed by a few percent ex- oretical bias in support of the conjecture that the
cept for Cu for the strongest shock calculated for initial strain hardening rate and approach to satu-
which it changed by 7%. ration increase with the strain rate. Indeed, the

Data at strain rates from 104 s"1 to 106 s"1 can pressure shear data exhibit stress saturation at a
be obtained by the pressure-shear impact tech- strain of about 5% for both OFHC Cu and 1100 Al.
nique. 1 A thin specimen attached to an elastic fly- In the overdl-iven shock regime, where _n/2
er is sheared by impact with an elastic anvil. The (Hugoniot strain) is at least of order 5%, it is rea-
shear strain rate can be varied by changing the ve- sonable to regard _ as the saturation stress for a
locity, angle of inclination and thickness of the given rate through most ofthe shock.
specimen. Low-rate saturation data on OFHC Cu were

The specimens in six of eight experiments by obtained from two sources. The saturation flow
Huang and Clifton 5 on annealed OFHC Cu were stress at 0,002 a"1, 1 s"1, 6000 s"1 and 12000 s"1
prepared by the lapping of bulk material. The oth- was determine by fitting the Hockett-Sherby hard-
er two experiments involved very thin (~3pm) va- ening law to stress-strain data reported by Fol-
por-deposited specimens as a means of achieving lansbee. 8 A measurement of x_ at 0.001 s"1 by
strain rates over 106s -1. Interpretation of the data Deeg and Armstrong 9 is also included.
on the vapor-deposited specimens requires a ther- Unfortunately, low-rate saturation data on
momechanical analysis; the deformation is cef- 1100 AI does not exist. As an alternative, flow
tainly not adiabatic, as is the deformation of the stress data for 0.001 s"1< _ < 1000 s"1 at V - 0.08
thicker specimens prepared from bulk material, is included, primarily as an indicator of the rate
Moreover, there is uncertainty regarding the con- sensitivity at these strain rates.
stitutive behavior of specimens prepared by the
two techniques. Ali of the data exhibit a stress pla- 3. RESULTS
teau at strains greater than about 5%. The low-rate, pressure - shear and overdriven -

Twenty-seven pressure-shear experiments shock data on OFHC Cu and 1100 AI are collec.

were performed by Li6 on 1100 AI. The specimens tively displayed in Figs. 1 and 2. Two observations
were prepared by machining discs punched from regarding the data can be made.
0.625 mm thick sheets. The strain rates ranged (i) A rapid increase in the rate sensitivity occurs
fro_, 2.8 X 104 s"1 to 1.8 x 105 s"1 and the hydro- at a strain rate oforder 10$ s"1 for both OFHC Cu
st_ ie pressure varied ft'ore 20 kbar to 30 kbar. The
1100 Al data also show saturation at strains above and 1100 Al; the existence of such a transition in
roughly 5%. rate sensitivity is an old issue..The errors in the
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FIGURE 1 FIGURE 2
The Cu data: overdriven shocks (pluses), pressure- The 1100 Al datv" overdriven shocks (pluses), pres.
shear 6 (triangles), Follansbee 8 (squares), Deeg and sure-shear 6 (triangles), GM 10(diamonds).
Armstrong 9 (circle).
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data are far too small to underngne this conclu- 10. D. L. Holt, S. G. Babcock, S. d. Green and C. d.
sion. Maiden, Report No. TR66-75 (GM Defense Re-

(ii) It is clear from the Cu data that the satura- search Laboratol-ies, Santa Barbara, Califor.

tion shear stress, when scaled by the shear modu- nia).
Ius G, and the plastic strain rate roughly obey a
power law above the transition point in rate sensi-
tivity. Moreover, an approximate power-law be-
havior is not inconsistent with the 1100 Al data.

Assuming a power-law relationship for each, lin-
ear least squares fits to the high - rate data yield
the results

_s 5.2

= 3.3×1017s -l(_) ,OFHCCu

(5)

_s 4.8

= 6.5x1016s-l(_) , ll00AI

In words, the strain rate varies approximately as
the fiP_h power of the saturation flow stress scaled
by the shear modulus.

The exponent is affected somewhat by the un-
certainty in the overdriven shock results. A +10%
variation in x_ implies a variation in the exponent
from 5.0 to 5.4 in the case of OFHC Cu and a vari-
ation from 4.6 to 4.9 for 1100 Al. The variation in

the exponent from uncertainties in , is insignifi-
cant.
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